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Deadly Greek Bank Fire Blamed on Opposition to IMF
Austerity
Kurt Nimmo | Cui bono, who benefits from this terrorist act? Certainly not the people of Greece.

Internet Police: London Signs Warn Against Accessing
“Extremist” Material
Steve Watson | Threat of criminal charges for viewing “inappropriate” material.

Bloomberg: Deny Second Amendment to People on Terror
Watch List
Kurt Nimmo | Notorious gun-grabber Mayor Bloomberg has exploited the non-bombing in New
York to call for denying the Second Amendment to over a million Americans.

Michelle Obama: Barack Obama Is “Kenyan”
Paul Joseph Watson | Newly uncovered video likely get so-called “birthers” excited over
President’s dubious origins.

Overpopulation is a Myth
Infowars.com | Globalists and their eugenic minions misrepresent population statistics in order to
justify their agenda to wipe out large portions of the population.
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Effort to expand audits of Fed picks up steam in Senate
Washington Post | Efforts to audit the Federal Reserve that sailed through the House despite
criticism appears to be picking up steam as the Senate considers broad new financial regulations.

The Fed must be audited due to repeated use of unauthorized
powers
Washington’s Blog | In March 2004, when Alan Greenspan was Fed chairman, he suppressed the
opinions of those Fed officials who knew that there was a housing bubble.

Geithner Makes the Case for a Bank Tax
New York Times | The tax is not part of the overhaul of financial regulations being debated by the
Senate.
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Americans Are Ratting Out Their Neighbors to the IRS at a
Record Pace to Reap Cash Whistleblower Rewards
Bloomberg | Americans seeking reward money are turning in neighbors, clients and employers they
suspect of cheating on taxes to the IRS at a rate of nearly eight per day.

US school for disabled forces students to wear packs that
deliver massive electric shocks
Raw Story | A report entitled “Torture not Treatment” revealed use of restraint boards, isolation,
food deprivation and electric shocks in efforts to control the behaviors of its disabled and
emotionally troubled students.

Christian preacher on hooligan charge after saying he believes
that homosexuality is a sin
Mail Online | A Christian street preacher has been arrested and charged with a public-order offense
after saying that homosexuality was sinful.
GUNS FOR FOOD. Drop guns and take bread line voucher to station #4
Police state archive

Secretive ACTA Copyright Treaty and How it Threatens
Internet Freedom
GigaOM | After years of secrecy, talks aimed at drafting an international treaty– the AntiCounterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) recently concluded. On the table: losing internet access
due to infringement allegations.

Clubs busted for selling liquor without scanning licenses
Salt Lake Tribune | It can be illegal for a bar to serve a drink to adults over 21 in Utah.

The Fizzle Bomb and New York’s High-tech “Security
Network”
New York Times | The Police Department has been planning a high-tech security network for
Midtown Manhattan involving surveillance cameras, license plate readers and chemical sensors.
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2 Day Drill Will Simulate WMD Attack On Sioux Falls
KSFY | The National Guard, Sioux Falls Fire and other first responders will be taking part,
simulating a response to an attack involving weapons of mass destruction.

“Car Bomb” comes to Broadway
Jerry Mazza | There’s no business like show business, they say.

Prosecuting a Tortured Child: Obama’s Guantanamo Legacy
Campaign for Liberty | Since coming to power 15 months ago, President Obama’s zeal for
repudiating the Bush administration’s “war on terror” detention policies has ground to a halt.
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H1N1 Fears Led to Overcrowded ERs
HealthDay News | Last year’s scare had people rushing for care even before the disease appeared, a
study shows.

Feds say 71 million unused flu vaccine doses may still be
needed
Reuters | The United States still has 71 million doses of H1N1 swine flu vaccine that have not been
used, but it is not yet time to throw them out, the federal government insists.

Parents recount flu jab nightmare
ABC News | More and more parents from around Australia are recounting horrific flu jab
experiences amid mounting controversy over adverse reactions to the seasonal flu vaccine.
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Illegal Immigrants cost feds more than $10 billion a year
Washington Post | Households headed by illegal aliens imposed more than $26.3 billion in costs on
the federal government in 2002 and paid only $16 billion in taxes.

ALIPAC Activists Help Spread Arizona Law to 12 More States
Americans for Legal Immigration PAC | Support legislation campaigns to carry Arizona’s SB
1070 to twelve other states.

Mexico’s illegals laws tougher than Arizona’s
Washington Times | “Why would Mr. Calderon have any objections to an Arizona law that is less
draconian than his own, one he has pledged to enforce?” Mr. King said.
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Parents of Fallujah children with birth defects say Britain
knew of US chemical weapons use
Uruknet | Allegations that Britain was complicit in the use of chemical weapons linked to an
upsurge in child deformity cases in Iraq, are being investigated by the Ministry of Defence.

Iraq Shi’ite blocs to join forces in parliament
Reuters | Iraq’s two big Shi’ite political coalitions, one led by Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki and
one with close ties to Iran, agreed on an alliance to form a single bloc in parliament, officials said.

The Count: 4397 U.S. Military Deaths in Iraq; 965 in
Afghanistan
Pasadena Weekly | As of Day 3,125 of the war in Afghanistan and Day 2,579 of the war in Iraq,
965 American military service members have died in Afghanistan since 2001 and 4,397 have died
in Iraq since that war began in 2003.
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Iran offers to help contain US oil spill
Press TV | The National Iranian Drilling Company (NIDC) has offered to assist the US in efforts to
prevent an ecological disaster caused by the spreading oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.

Iran wants US nukes dismantled
Press TV | Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad says the United States should dismantle its
nuclear bases around the world as a step to create a nuke-free world.

Obama’s Threat to Launch a Nuclear Attack on Iran
Global Research | Just as the Bush-Cheney administration falsely alleged that Iraq had WMDs, the
Obama administration is arguing for unilateral sanctions against Iran, alleging that it poses an
existential threat.
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Contagion From Greek Crisis to Spread to U.K.
Bloomberg | The U.K. will be one of the next victims of the contagion from the Greek fiscal crisis
after Spain, Portugal and Ireland, economist Jean-Paul Fitoussi said.

Colombia: State Terror in the Name of Peace
Global Research | When narco-presidents are embraced by the leaders of North America and
Europe, it is evident that criminals have become respectable the respectable have become criminals.

At least 3 killed as protestors storm parliament in Greece
In The News | At least three people have been killed in Greece as protestors stormed parliament
buildings in Athens amid the country’s debt crisis.
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Kent State Killings Triggered by FBI Agent Provocateur
Lew Rockwell | Those killings, 40 years ago, and the killing of 57,000 US soldiers and at least

three million Cambodians, Laotions, and Vietnamese were the fruit of a monstrous war of
aggression.

Obama’s drone strike joke shows the reality of political
leadership in the American Empire
Andrew Steele | Obama’s poorly conceived and poorly delivered joke will disappear, or there will
be a minor outcry and he’ll be forced to issue a quick apology before the American public moves
back into its blissful stupor.

US reveals nuclear arsenal: 5,113 warheads
AFP | The United States revealed for the first time Monday that it has a total of 5,113 nuclear
warheads, an unprecedented move meant to bolster arms control efforts.
Why Almost Everyone Is Wrong About How To Prepare For the The Coming Food Shortage!
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Laura Bush recalls 9/11 panic at White House
MSNBC | In her memoir, “Spoken from the Heart,” former first lady Laura Bush shares a detailed
account of being in the White House during the terrorist attacks.

Is the War in Afghanistan Justified by 9/11?
David Ray Griffin | Most Americans have believed that the Afghanistan war was morally justified
as a response to the 9/11 attacks; my lecture will present evidence showing that this is untrue.

NY Times: Empathetic judge in 9/11 suits seen by some as
interfering
N.Y. Times | Saluting the workers as “heroes,” a federal judge said that the compensation offered
9/11 rescue workers was inadequate.
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We Are Change Oklahoma arrested & assaulted for filming
security guards
Andrew W. Griffin | Five months after being charged with assault & battery following an
altercation with mall security guards, W.A.C. Oklahoma activist James Lane said all charges against
him have been dropped.

Illinois Senator Wants to Imprison Gun Owners
Illinois gun | Illinois Senate by Kirk Dillard wants carrying a firearm in Illinois without a valid
FOID card a mandatory 1-3 years in prison.

Immigration, Civil Liberties, and the Drug War
Campaign for Liberty | Concern about illegal immigrants along the Mexican border would
undoubtedly diminish if the “war on drugs” ended.
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Broccoli ‘could aid breast cancer fight’ – scientists
London Guardian | The vegetable, already hailed as a so-called “superfood”, contains a chemical
capable of targeting the cells which fuel the growth of tumours.

Oil from Gulf spill may even reach Miami
Reuters | Crude from the massive Gulf of Mexico oil spill could eventually slosh ashore on Miami
Beach or North Carolina’s barrier islands.

Global Warming Showdown on Capitol Hill: Hearing to
address climate ‘deniers’ head on — Lord Monckton Set to
Square off with Warmists
Inhofe EPW Press Blog | Rep. Ed Markey will seek to restore the public credibility of climate
science by hosting several top researchers to “address the claims of deniers head-on.”
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Exposed: Christian leader caught with male escort says he
needed help with his luggage
Raw Story | A Christian leader who co-founded the Family Research Council with James Dobson
took a ten-day European vacation with a callboy he met through RentBoy.com and was caught in an
airport.

9 Out of 10 Americans Say Secure the Border This Year
Terence P. Jeffrey | Poll shows that 9 out of 10 Americans say it is important for the federal
government to take steps this year to secure the border against illegal immigration.

Town Bans Bottled Water Sales
WCVBTV | “We only have one planet and I just don’t want to see it spoiled,” said Jean Hill, who
introduced the measure at Concord’s Town Meeting.
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Congressional Hypocrites Were Betting Against Stocks As
Country Collapsed
Business Insider | Remember all that scorn in Congress about evil shortsellers betting against

America and bringing the country down? Well, it turns out Congress-people did it, too.

Congress Refuses to Outlaw Insider Trading For Lawmakers
Yahoo Finance | Members of Congress are currently allowed to profit on insider trading.

Exclusive: Oath Keepers founder slams conservative media
‘hypocrisy’
Stephen C. Webster | In a time of crisis, who can the people trust? Their political leadership, or
fellow citizens?
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CIA Officer Explains New World Order’s Demise
Infowars.com | It costs $1.2 billion a week to produce Obama’s intelligence briefing. Do you feel
any safer?

We Are Change Oklahoma Confronts CIA Man at University
of Oklahoma
We Are Change Oklahoma | We Are Change Oklahoma confronts Don Hughes, the CIA officer in
residence at the University of Oklahoma.

Orwellian Big Brother Tax Collection Commercial Airs in
Pennsylvania
Keith Farrell | In what can only be described as a mafia-style intimidation tactic, the
Pennsylvanian government is telling citizens there that they “know who you are”.
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